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The development of polity in Mesoamerica as
interpreted through the evolution of plaza
plans: suggested influences of the Central
Mexican highlands on ti-te Maya lowlands *
Marshall Joseph BECKER
(West Chester .State College)

BACKGROUND

Attempts to trace the development of «civilization» and to explain
the means by which these forces operate are often attributed first
to the efforts of Karl Wittfogel (1957). Mis single vector explication of
the rise of civilization (irrigation) was followed by a number of other
theses, each of which approached the problem from a different perspective. The variety of these considerations of sociopolitical change
suggest that a ¿omplex economic interplay must exist in every place
studied> and that in each area the history is unique and the stimulae
initiating the. transformation may be different.
Some years ago Bruce Trigger (1974: 95) noted that processual studies to explain the development of complex society were becoming
of increasing interest to archaeologists. Trigger noted that the interpretation of how change comes about in political organization is of
major importance in understanding social «evolution». Although serious doubts may exist regarding our potential to elicit such data
from the archaeological record, Trigger assumed that they exist, and our
problem is to determine how to retrieve them.
Since writing systems are a feature often associated with complex
me author would Iike to thank alí of his colleagues, and A. Miller in
particular, for their many useful suggestions regarding this subject. Special
thanks are due T. H. Charíton, A. Diseroad, 3. W. Fox, C. iones and 8. Price
for their careful reading of earlier drafts of this manuscript and their many
valuable comments and suggestions. The interpretations made in this paper
and any errors of fact or documentation are the responsability of the author

alone.
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societies, clues to the process of culture change may be found
in direct historical records. However, most of what we wish to
know must be derived through the methods fundamental to archacological enquiry: the excavation of material remains and inferences drawn
from their spacial relationships. linferences also may derive by coupling
the methods of study employed in other disciplines. Therefore, the descriptive skills of the art historian joined to those of the cognitive
anthropologist may enable us to comprehend the «meaning» of form
or design in the material which at one time we could only describe.
Ihe recovery of remains and knowledge of contexts now form a very
preliminar>’ aspect of our research.
Trigger>s observation regarding our studies of culture process opened the doors to a veritable rush of interest. The methods employed
have expanded rapidly, but these are not of concern in this study.
Much of what will be presented here has been achieved through inductive rather than deductive reasoning, and as such is difficult to
describe with ease. Ihe presentation, however, is in historical order
with the hope that the reader will be able to understand the development of polity as 1 believe it to have occurred.
Hyponwsís

The kind of complex political structure which appears essential
for the maintenance of a complex society> often characterized by the
presence of an architectural entity called a «city», appears to have
been developing in the Maya lowlands during the classic period.
Although we have little direct evidence for this process, we can define
the development of architectural clusters (buildings arranged lii
groups) and infer that. certain differences in size, arrangement, and/or
associated artifacts reflect a social class hierarchy wich ma>’ serve
as an indirect indicator of the development of complex society. In
addition to postulating that the fundamental structure of a «city»
was never achieved by the ancient Maya, 1 believe that the developmental processes in the Maya area were derivative from, not parallel
to, the evolution of complex society in ihe Valle>’ of Mexico. Maya
towns became large «communities» with man>’ of the aspects of urbanism fornid elsewhere (differentiated buildings, multiple ritual
structures, monuments, etc.) as in the Valle>’ of México, but never
becawe true urban centers with dense residential areas, streets, craft
areas, etc.
This paper wiIl attempt to provide documentation for these ideas
with data derived from studies of architectural clusterings (plaza
plans) at Maya sites - Such studies provide but one of the various
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approaches to the archaelogical analysis of complex societies suggested by B. Trigger (1974: 97-101), and may complement some of the
other fine work now available (e.g., Marcus, 1976). The use of the
concept of «Plaza plan» (Becker, 1971-1980) and the linkage between
architecture and political organization, enables us to formulate a theory based on direct evidence and which can be tested archaeologically
at a series of sites. In essence, the theories built at this time serve
to focus future research in Maya archaeology and to move the field
more clearí>’ from a Level One Science (data gathering) into a Level
Two Science (theory building and testing).
TI-re Role of Social Structure
In order to develop this hypothesis two areas of direct concern
must be summarized. The first, and more theoretical area, involves
the possibility that ancient Maya society and other cultures of Mesoamerica ma>’ have operated with a social structure strongly denved from social moieties. The second, and archaeologically demonstrable aspect, relates to the architectural clusters at lowland Maya sites
referred to as Plaza Plan 2 (PP.2). These will be described below.
The thesis that dual leadership was a traditional and characteristic
political structure among the Maya prior to the Late Classic period
has been presented earlier (see Becker, 1975). In such a system an
internal leader serving as the principal agent for resolving matters
regarding the relationships between members of the culture and of
these people to their land. On the other hand the external affairs
leader was primaril>’ a ritual leader> mediating between the members

of this group and the external world> principalí>’ the spiritual world.
By extension this leader also served as a war leader and, as the society grew more complex, as a regulator of trade.
Our lack of awareness regarding social as well as political moieties denives in pan from erroneous conceptualization of «chiefdoms» as having a single ruler who is central to alí leadership and power. At
best a «chief» coordinates and mediates group decision making. In fact>
we often find that ethnographic examples of «chiefdoms» are characterized by dual chiefs, the war (external) leader and the complementar>’ peace (internal) leader. The development of a «state» from
such a chiefdom is reflected in an elevation of the relative importance of the external affairs leader, disrupting the traditional balance,
or complementarity, between these two individuals. Such disruption
can be a symptom of the problems of «urbanization» as well as a
cause of stress within a culture.
The duality of the social moieties inferred to have been operant
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in Mesoamerican tribal societies of the Early Formative period served not oní>’ as a means of regulating marriage but also as the basis
for «polity». The evolution of Maya society> according to this model,
can be seen in the transformation of these mechanisms from informal
cooperation between kin groups, based on custom, to increasingí>’

formal roles in which kinship becomes incidental. The transformation from social moieties to political moieties enabled the society to
operate on a more complex level with greater efficiency

‘.

Although political moieties may have begun to develop in the
Maya area as a reflection of incipient state formation> this development
ma>’ instead have been a function of the diffusion of ideas from the
north as stimulated by the economic development centered in the
developing Mexican states. Rather than being a simple evolution of
a complex sociopolitical system> the tribal organization of Maya
settlements reflected, but in a lessér form, the organization of the
more powerful and more centralized states to the north. These organizational principIes seem to have languished in the lowlands during the Late Postclassic but the Quiché and other «states» of the
Maya highlands managed to sustain this weak tradition up until and
somewhat beyond the period in which the Spanish arrived to take
control of « external affairs
leaving « internal affairs » in the hands
of traditional leaders. In the Valle>’ of Mexico, however, a continuing
development seems to have produced true and efficient states> but
of insufficient organization and power to withstand the European disruptions and subsequent political domination.
Before examining the archaeological record we must recognize
that we are using the evidence in an attempt to describe the processes which give rise to different political structures. Such processes
are not teleologicalí>’ operant, but can reverse, become static, malfunction, or otherwise change on the basis of elements working in
the system. There are no levels to be achieved> rather processes to
be described. Perhaps Webb (1978: 157) puts it best in noting that
anthropologists generalí>’ examine recurrant social processes, and in
the case of the Classic period Maya we are concerned with the «rise,
expansion> and decline of archaic state systems». Once we have understanding of how these came to pass then we might consider how
these processes relate to those in other places or at other times.
»>

Professor George Kubler has often remarked <pers. conversations) that
discussions of moicties, as weIl as any political forms, notably are absent in
Central American ethnography. Professor Floyd Lounsbury (pers. conv.) suggests
that June Nash speaks about endogainous moicties in some Mesoamerican
situations. The lack of discussion may reflect a general assumption that the
post-contact situation has been disturbed in general. Polity is therefore believed
to be a function of Spanish introduced systems.
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The Significance of Plaza Pian 2

By 400-500 AD. the development of a complex socio-political structure at Teotihuacan permitted an efficient state to develop; one which
could organize resources in ways not then possible in the Maya area.
Ihe changing polity of the major Maya cities during the Classic period is the primar>’ concern of this paper. Inferences about these changes are drawn from changes in «plaza plans» as noted at various sites.
Thus the architectural data, so abundant in the Classic Period, becomes the reference point from which the evidence is derived for this
thesis.

Within the overview presented below the emphasis will be on the
importance of the development of Tikal Plaza Plan 2 (PP.2; see Fig. 1),
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and its parallels throughout the Maya lowland area> and the inferences which can be made regarding political structure based on these
data. Although P.P.2 originalí>’ was defined at Tikal (Becker, 1971; see
also Fig. 2), its existence throughout the area has led to this form of
group arrangement, wherever found, as being termed P.P.2 for convenient reference. Ihis generic usage avoids the problem of speaking of
Ouiriguá Plaza Plan 2, or Plaza Plan 2 at Ouiriguá (see Fig. 3), when
referring to a group conforming to this pattern at that site. In alí
cases P.P.2 is characterized by a ritual structure (oratorio) on the east
side of a residential complex. Each construction stage within the ritual structure has been preceded by a relativel>’ elaborate interment.
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Plaza Plan 2 at Tikal appears in a few examples during the Early Classic period and appears to increase in frequency throughout the

Classic period. Ihis pattern appears to reflect a «centrifugal» process
in religious focus (Becker, 1971). By this 1 mean that the few high status individuals at Tikal during the Early Classic period tended to be interred in the North Acropolis area, the center of the ritual zone of
the site. The interments in the shrines or oratorios associated with
P.P.2> scattered throughout the site> suggest that high status individuals were being buried with their localized lineages in increasing
numbers and that the central zone was becoming an area where oní>’
the highest status people (rulers) were buried.
As Healan (ms) has suggested, differences in structure form, elaboration, number of structures, plastering, etc. ma>’ reflect differences
in social class. Some of the Plaza Plan 2 groups at Tikal, sudE as the

Barringer Group> are so large that they would be considered interesting sites by themselves were they not within the «metropolitan zone»
of Tikal. TEis suggests that the inhabitants were economicalí>’, if not
actualí>’ socialí>’> quite distinct from man>’ of their co-residents at Tikal.
Although Plaza Plan 2 at Tikal ma>’ be an architectural reflection
of class differences, this will be noted oní>’ briefí>’ at this time. Our
interest is in how people use or arrange space, as in their plaza plans,
as an aspect of the way in which they interpret their «culture». Gilmore (1977: 437) notes that a model for social class is not simply
a mechanism by which people are placed into categories> but must
reflect an internalized understanding (a mental image or paradigm)
by which the members of the group order the universe of cultural
or natural phenomena. The different Plaza Plans used for residential
groups reflect the interpretations of how each group of inhabitants

believed themselves to fit into the society, but not on a conscious level. Changes in these aspects of behavior, therefore, ma>’ be seen as

a reflection in alterations in how people perceive themselves. Such
changes are part of complex society and the stresses generated by
such changes in the society also are part of the problem which we

are attempting to solve. What follows is a summary of culture change
in the Maya lowlands as characterized by activities which are known
at Tikal. The primar>’ indicator of change noted is in the form and
frequency of groups conforming to the Plaza Plan 2 arrangement.

The study of changing political systems need not involve the demonstration of far reaching changes in material goods but rather an
understanding of the subtle alterations in internal dynamics which

ma>’ enable trade alliancies or other interactions to develop. Thus the
problems under discussion here are not related to artifacts and architecture (P.P2 in particular) except as these tangibles reflect a more

subtle set of changes in poliiy.
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HísToRícAii.. DEVFLOPMENT
1.

Early Preciassic

During this period the political structure of the lowland villages
was characterized by tribal organization with strongly developed social moieties. Ihese regulated basic social interaction (marriage, game
competition) as well as provided the basis for dual and complementar>’ leadership. No data exist regarding residential groups.
U.

Late Prectassic

Small villages began developing as chiefdoms (see Michels, 1979).
Emphasis focused on internal order with the internal affairs leader

(chief) as the center of dail>’ life. Ritual and other «external» affairs
were subject to the guidance of an external affairs leader. Scattered
residential clusters are not known, but some evidence exists to suggest
that the eastern side of sorne groups ma>’ have liad ritual significance.

III. Pro toclassic
The beginnings of high-volume and long distance trade shifted the
dail>’ empliasis to the leadership role of the external affairs chief. Although trade with the cultures of the Valle>’ of Mexico is characteri-

zed in general as the preeminant area of concern, a second thesis regarding trade is now emerging. C- Coggins and D. Friedel both believé

(pers. com.) that a major nexus of power at this time existed at Mirador, and that relations with this economic focal point were of greater
significance to the Maya lowlands than relations with the Valle>’ of
Mexico.

IV. Early Ctassic
The agrarian villages in the Maya lowlands began to develop into
economic centers largel>’ through an increase in their trade nets particularí>’ in relationship to overland trade into the Valle>’ of Mexico.
Specific towns developed as a response to trade and subsidiar>’ villa-

ges gained in size through a filter-down effect. A host of artistic references reflected the source of wealth, and luxur>’ goods demonstrated
that the politicalí>’ more centralized cities of Mexico served as the
model for what was considered cultured and prestigious.
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Ihe general relationships between Teotihuacan and Kaminaljuyú,
so well summarized by Cheek (1977), will not be dealt with directí>’ in
this brief paper> but the significance of our understanding of this
interaction in order to understand the lowland situation cannot be
underestimated (see Sanders and Michels> 1977). Michels (1977: 465)
does not believe that Teotihuacan exerted political control over Kami-

naljuyu, but that a strong influence was obvious. This is the position
which 1 support and use as a basis for developing this paper.
The important questions regarding these political relationships have
been asked recentí>’ by 1). Rice and P. Rice(1980: 444). They note that
tbe Early Classic period in the southern lowlands was witness to numerous developments reflecting relationships with the site of Teotihuacan. They then ask what was the nature of this contact. They note
that Stela II in Plaza B at Yaxhá bears a Tlaloc figure, and at least
one stela from Tikal is similarí>’ decorated. The presence of green obsidian at lowland sites suggests imports from the Valle>’ of Mexico, wich
R. Santle>’ (1980) notes as continuing after the decline of the Teotihuacan influence in the Maya lowlands, about 600 Afl., perhaps up

until the decline of Teotihuacan itself about 700-750 AA). (1. Charíton:
pers. comj. Ceramics in Mexican sI-zapes abound in the Maya area. Even
architectural parallels can be demonstrated. In no case do we know
if alí this reflects a colonial situation (lowland towns subordinated to
Teotihuacan) or if these Maya sites were clients of the more complex
states to the north.

The data summarized aboye must be termed superficial. By far
the most penetrating study dealing with this problem has been presented by Balí (1980). Bali, noting that potter>’ data reflect oní>’
one aspect of this complex interaction, hastens to point out the
need to distinguish between ceramic «bomologies» and ceramic «identities». Oní>’ true «identitie», or vessels actualí>’ made in one area
and transported to another, represent the flow of trade or commerce. Balí demonstrates that pois actualí>’ «flow» but rarel>’, but
that styles (what R. Sbarer calís «ideational contact») are easily diffused creating ceramic «homologies».
BalI also points out that those few vessels which did travel genera11>’ represent personal ties. Ihus finery gifts ma>’ be in this caíegory.
Balí (1980) notes that the vessels in the merchants barrio of Teotihuacan are «service» vessels originating in the interactive littoral zone
of northern Belize and northwestern Yucatan. These in no way represent commerce in ceramics but indicate either the presence of a foreign ethnic group or a pochteca-like population in residence.
Ball’s data, and the lack of evidence to the contrary, suggest that
strong trade relationships existed and that Maya towns ma>’ have been
clients of the Teotihuacan state, but no more significant interaction
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(such as dependency or economic domination) can be inferred. The
relationship between Teotihuacan and Tikal presumabí>’ reflects and is

similar to those which existed between Teotihuacan and other major
lowland «cities». The degree of influence is often exaggerated by archaeological attention being focused on the ritual center of a site.

Of particular importance to this preceding comrnent is Cheek>s
(1977: 447) observation that the «public centers» (large ceremonal architecture) at Kaminaljuyú reflected foreign influences while the «ehte» and peasant residences remained reservoirs of Maya cultural tradition during the period of greatest contact with the Valle>’ of Mexico.

Borheg>’i had pointed this out some years before, according to Cheek,
but the observation is often lost on scholars working onl>’ with the
ritual zones at a site. Ihe masses continne the traditions and art forms

of the culture and provide the basis for their reemergence in the ritual
sphere once foreign influences decline, as they did at Kaminaljuyú after the decline of Teotihuacan as a powerful center.
Although Kaminaljuyú would be a good place to test the hipothesis
presented below the problems of mapping in this area preclude use of
the approach which 1 have selected. Specifically, the nature of the terrain in the highlands and the situation at Kaminaljuyú hinder the
kind of surface mapping of structures (see Fitting, 1977) which can be
accomplished with relative ease at man>’ lowland sites. The problems
of investigating residential structures at a site such as Kaminalju>’ú
are depicted quite clearí>’ by N.A. Stenholm (1977) who put enormous
effort into the description of a single residential structure. In fact, the
inferences on social organization and polity at Kaminaljuyú summarized by Michels (1977) and more extensivel>’ documented in a more
recent publication (Michels, 1979) derive solel>’ from studies of large
(ritual or ceremonial?) mound groupings. The possible residential functions of these structures or the possible relationships between buildings of the same group, have not been determined. Although Micheis
(1979: 102) attempts «to characterize households with respect to variation in social rank» he has oní>’ Stenholm’s (1977) example to serve
as evidence. Since residential data are so elusive (Michels, 1979: 64-70)
the excavations of Kaminalju>’ú focus on the large mounds, and interpretations drawn from these data are of necessity limited.
Although Michels (1979: 156, also 253-258) presents valuable cvidence from Kaminaljuyú his use of terms such as «moiety chiefs»
(after Bohannan> 1963) might better be replaced b>’ «lineage leaders».
Ihe functions of these inferred leaders need to be understood to see
how the dynamics of their positions relate to tbe political organization
at the site. Michels (1979: 229-232) notes the presence of man>’ balIcourts at Kaminaljuyú and associates each with a «moiety chief», a

linkage which to me has external implications in the ritual of pía>’
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as well as linkages with trade. While as yet unresolved, the data from
the highlands in general are of great importance in understanding the
ancient Maya.

The splendor of high status burials and developing architectural
skills in the Maya lowlands should in no way obscure our understanding that the basis jor Maya «culture» continues to be rooted in Preclassic traditions. The significance of ritual, shared power, and other
aspects of the chiefdoms which characterize polity at that time cannot be underestimated. More significantí>’, the economic changes and
vast changes in material culture taking place about 200 to 300 A.D.
appear to have been followed by much less rapid change in the social

and political structure.
These chiefdoms («towns») of the Maya lowlands may have developed trappings reflecting the complex societies to the north, and ma>’
have attempted to emulate aspects of Teotihuacan>s material products.
However, the cultural base upon which this was built is solidí>’ Maya.
At Tikal we find what appears to be continuity in centralized ritual
focusing on the area which was to develop as the North Acropolis. This
complex of purel>’ ritual structures, situated to the north of the apparentí>’ residential Central Acropolis (Harrison, 1970)> is the locus of
the major burials (elite or high status individuals) of the Early Cíassic period.
Although R. Sharer (Dumbarton Oaks symposium 1980: Discussion)
suggests that the Barí>’ Classic Acropolis at Tikal is evidence of a state
system> the elaborate architecture found there is insufficient evidence
for the existence of a political state. Even the monuments of the Early
Classic period> the functions of which are not entirel>’ clear, do not
provide sufficient indication for the existence of a true state unless
they reflect the power of the rulers (Marcus, 1974). However, the deveIoping economics of the Early Classic period, possibly increased population, and complexity of political (trade) interrelationships produced a cultural situation of increasing diversity reflected in social cíass
formation. Further diversity ma>’ have resulted from the entry into this
area of peoples of different ethnic traditions. Ihe earliest documented examples of Plaza Plan 2 at that date from the ver>’ end of this
period.
The development of this specialized group arrangement ma>’ be seen
as but one aspect of cultural heterogeneity which ma>’ have been growing in the period around 400 to 450 AA). Inferred from the development of P.P.2> with its oratory or smafl temple on the east and associated high status burials, are the beginnings of kin group dynamics
with an idividualistic or extended famil>’ focus. This ma>’ be contradistinguished from the previous situation in which oní>’ a few high
status members of the entire chiefdom were afforded elite style bu-
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rials, and these were made at the ritual center. Burials associated with
the ritual structure in groups conforming to PP2 reflect the interments of high status members of that group (extended famil>’ residential unit). Each of these interred individuals heid a high position in
the status ranking of the settlement as defined by the criteria of the
epoch. The earlier period saw a single social hierarchy, but now we
have the development of a much more complex situation with multipíe lines of social differentiation.
At this point no attention can be directed toward possible origins
of EP2 or parallels at other sites, but this avenue must be explored.
Cheek (1977: 445) makes note of the adoratorios of Xolaípan, and the
construction at Kaminaljuyú of buiídings, which one ma>’ presume to
be ritual> over burial pits. These ma>’ not be related to P.R2, but
questions regarding origins must be investigated.
One further variation should be noted. Plaza Plan 2 generalí>’ is considered to have but a single ritual structure on the east (Becker, 1971).
Excavations in 1963 at Tikal revealed that Group 7F-1 at Tikal had
both a large and a small west facing ritual building along the eastern
edge of the complex. A group at the northeast end of the Tikal airfield
liad a pair of such structures which appear matched in size. Such «twin
temple» examples (see Fox, in press) have been recognized as a variation of P.P.2 and identified at Tikal with the designation RP.2T (Beeker, 1970, 1980).

These changes in the residences of extended famil>’ kin groups
do not provide direct evidence for my assumption that changes were
taking place in the administration of the town. Once trade became a

major element in the society, with luxur>’ goods in high demand, the
external affairs leader became a predominant figure. The transition to
the Middle Classic derives from an accumulation of external contacts
and foreing influences creating change and generating social problem.
Webb also has noted these problems in the emergence of the stats
«Their reliance on shared beliefs and their inability to handie internal
conflicts and stress severel>’ limit the capabilities of chiefdoms for
social defferentiation and innovation as long as they remain chiefdoms» (Webb, 1978: 159). Webb clearí>’ recognized the dangers which
develop as a chiefdom approaches a state in both instability as well
as rigid adherence to existing patterns of organization. His most im-

portant contribution, however, is in pointing out why trade is so im-

portant to a chiefdom, and what kinds of gains are provided by state
formation.
At Tikal these changes are indicated by «individualistic» kin group
dynamics as reflected in the group oriented P.P2 arrangement, as opposed to the entire populace focusing on a single ritual center. This
leads us into what is called the «Middle Classic». This epoch has been
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variously denoted by Maya scholars (see Willey, 1974> b¡n reflects a
major period of transition in Classic Maya social and political evolution.
Despite the political changes of the Middle Classic the importance
of local lineages, on which 5. Borhegyi believed Maya religion to be
based (W. Sanders, comment at the Dumbarton Oaks Symposium
1980) continues to be paramount. The continuity of this basic factor
sets the stage for not oní>’ the confusion of the Late Classic period,
but also for the ultimate decentralization of power which ends the
Classic era.

V.

Miádie Classic

Once the origins of Classic Maya towns are recognized as derivative
from trade and particularí>’ the economic activities at Teotihuacan,
then one ma>’ understand how disruptions at that site by 600 A.D. could
have such profound effects throughout the Maya reaím. Cheek (1977),
who notes the origins of the concept of «Middle Classic», terms period 500-550 A.D. as the Teotihuacan Phase at Kaminaljuyú. His description of the relationship, drawn directí>’ from the evidence, is a fine
example of the best in archaeological inference.

By 450 A.D. Maya towns were just forming into relativel>’ large
units, although the components continued to utilize a dispersed resídential pattern characteristic of an agrarian based economy. Interruption of trade with Teotihuacan left the incipient cities of the Maya area
without a clear economic focus and equalí>’ wanting in a socio-cultural
role model. The possible confusion in the artistic tradition in the period 500-550 A.D. ma>’ reflect this process. The ideal cultural model
or pattern to «emulate» still remained, by the historical process termed
«culture lag», that of the Valle>’ of Mexico; but the lack of products
from and economic interests between that area and the Maya realm
permitted a return to traditional Maya art forms The removal of an external focus in high status decorative art correlated with the reemergence of native (Maya) based forms, but still
bearing some characteristics of the complex patterns derived from
the north. The developing social moieties of Maya society (see Eecker, 1975) were unchanged in the Early Classic since they functioned
quite well as long as trade and international polities were handíed
by Mexican power. Thus traditional mechanisms for maintaining Maya
polity were adequate so long as external affairs were derivative or
handíed externalí>’. Maya external affairs leaders simpí>’ acted as mediators between their chiefdoms and the ambassadors or representatives of other political systems -
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Once these political and trade problems were no longer simpí>’
negotiated, the paramount need for Maya (individual town) based exchange mechanisms was to sustain the economic structure, That the
Maya were successful in making thiis shift ma>’ be seen in 2 pieces of
direct evidence while a third element of adjustment ma>’ be inferred.
The first and most evident indicator of these changes are the larger
structures which characterized Maya households and architecture in
general. One may assume that each household (see Wauchope, 1938;
Becker, 1980) consisted of a number of structures including a sleeping

building, kitchen, sheds, and storage areas. The Classic period, so commoní>’ characterized as that epoch marked by calendrics and monuments> is equally correlated with the concern for larger and better built
structures. Although the ultimate or ideal Ma>’a house ma>’ have included a vaulted building, platforms which lifted an>’ of the structures of a group off ground level (“out of the mud») became desirable.
This trend> so evident in the Early Classic, continued strongly in the
Middle Classic reflecting an increasingí>’ wealthy population. One
might even suggest that the shift away from Teotihuacano influence
was much like being released from the burden of being a colonial
dependent, in an economic but not political sense. Rather than seeing
raw materials removed, at íow value, to be converted into high cost

goods somewhere else, the former «colon>’» assumed alí the steps of
the manufacturing process a.nd reaped alí the economie benefits of the
sequence losing none of the value formerly lost in transportation costs.
Quite possibly the Maya area villages were benefiting, on a short
term basis, from the decline of Teotihuacan.
A second indicator of change at Tikal is the increase in the mcxdence of P.P2 (Becker ms.). The incidence of groups conforming to
dais plan increased throughout the Classic period (as a percentage
of alí the groups identified at Tikal). In addition, excavations show
that several groups originalí>’ conforming to a different arrangement
were altered to conform to this «fashion». The ideological shift from
an emphasis on ritual and interment in the central zone to one in
which each residential compound maintains, or has the potential for,
a ritual focus of its own (P.P2) suggests an increasing cultural diversity at the site. Heterogeneity ma>’ have been in social class distinctions as well as ethnic variation. Ihe main concern of these observations is the increasing heterogeneity through time and our ability
to recognize it through mapping and confirm our inferences via excavation.

These two pieces of information provide the evidence by which
we ma>’ infer a decline in centralized ritual authority. At the same time
we ma>’ assume that the balance in the status enjoyed by the leader
of the internal affairs moiety and the leaders of the external affairs
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moiety at the beginning of the Classic period ma>’ have shifted to an

empliasis on the external leader as a source of both ritual and economie succes (see Becker, 1975). The decline in trade with Teotihuacan
and the Valle>’ of Mexico, and perhaps a generalized economic disruption, Ieads to stresses regarding effective political control. The complementarity of the roles of moiety leaders ma>’ have enabled them to
provide a joint rule through the Early Classic period. Coggins (1980)
suggests that Stela 5 at Uaxactún (AA). 377) is the first documentation
o foreign influence in the area. 1 prefer to interpret her evidence as
reflecting an carl>’ statement regarding foreign affairs as made by an
external affairs leader.
Quite possibly the dangerous problem of sharply shifting authority
functions, which ma>’ occur if a chiefdom moves rapidí>’ towards the
development of an incipient or archaic «state», were reduced by the
accomodations which these two leaders were able to achieve with each
other at Tikal. Coggins (1980) believes that Stelae 4 and 18 at Tikal
depict Curí Snout as a foreign ruler. She also believes that Tikal Burial 10 (430 A.fl?), which has numerous connections with highland
Mexico, is that of Curí Snout. If she is correct in these points then
one ma>’ infer that Curí Snout was a successful external affairs leader
who liad considerable power which was still balanced by that of an
internal affairs leader. Neither position, 1 believe, was at that time
hereditar>’. The shift to a single all-powerful mIer appears to be developing oní>’ by the end of the Middle Classic> but how this came about
remains unclear. What we must do is examine the results and try to

infer the process.
The psychological stress generated by the changes begun in the
Early Classic created considerable social disjuncture. Quite possibly
one of the dual leaders assumed (or even usurped) some of the powers of the other leader. This merger of control, perhaps as an attempt to regulate power in a more efficient manner, created a target
toward which multiple elements of societ>’ suffering the disruptions
of social change might direct their displeasure. Recent events in Iran
with the late Shah and lis father perfectí>’ characterize this process.
Disruptions in trade or other external events ma>’ create added

stress to such situations. Willey’s (1974) suggestion that this period
could be seen as a «rehearsal» for those processes marking the end
of the Classic period seem to be valid in so far as they ma>’ reflect
changes in the political structure towards a more traditional form
(Preclassic) regulated by social organization. Religious revivals also
ma>’ be a factor in this process (also see Ashmore and Sharer ms).
Since polity and religión in these situations are difficult to separate
one might that political adjustments would be met with changes or

resistance from ritual purists. 1 postulate that political innovation pre-
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cedes religious change and not the other way around (see Sloane,
1974). One ver>’ important note must be made regarding the «kings»

or ruíers of Tikal during the years prior to the Late Classic. C. Iones
(pers. com.) has pointed out that monuments suggest their presence,
but that few specifics can be determined and no sequence such as that
known from the Late Classic (Iones,- 1977) has been demonstrated.
1 propose that this is not a function of the poor quality of the written
record but rather reflects my thesis regarding moiety chiefs. Social
moieties, wich 1 believe to characterize the Maya villages of the Early
Classic have leaders appointed from among the representatives of each
member kin group. 1 do not believe that hereditar>’ leadership positions were achieved until the Late Classic, and it is the development of
hereditar>’ status for these leaders (both internal and external) which
is essential for the transition to political moieties (Becker, 1975).
Once the positions of power have become hereditar>’, then the monuments begin to reflect the more orderí>’ transitions of leadership.
The Middle Classic ambiguit>’ in monument erection probabí>’ reflects
this period of transition, or the evolution of true political moicties.
VI.

Late Ciassic

This period includes the transition to (or movement toward)
an incipient, nascent, «inchoate» (Cohen, 1969), or «archaic» (Webb,
1978: 157) state at Tikal. These terms ah designate an emerging state
in which the centralization of power is far complete; what Drucker
(ms) calís a «primitive» or «early state». Under these conditions regional centers, local or traditional, continue to enjo>’ much of their former
authority. This situation exists between the chiefdom and that state
as defined by Service (1962) on the basis of the ways in which power
could be exercised. Service noted that chiefdoms ma>’ have hereditary
-inequaíity, but not true social stratification. No true ruíing class exists
since kin ties to common people are strong (see also Sanders and Price, 1968). The elite in a state, according to Service, have more power;
they can conscript labor, wage war, levy taxes, and exact tribute (see
also Carneiro> 1970: 733). Our problem is to determine how these behaviors can be identified in the archaeological record.
The large scale construction projects at Tikal> such as Temple 1,
could have been a function of taxation as well as of personal wealth.
1 believe that ma>’ have been involved in this project, but that the
Twin-pyramid complexes (PRí, see Iones, 1969) reflect large scale projects created by public taxation and/or labor. Another characteristic
of early states, according to 1. Marcus (1974: 92), is the erection
of «memorials of conquest», or monuments with themes such as pri-
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sioners or militar>’ conquest. These artistic devices reflect warfare
on a level distinct from the periplieral battles noted between chiefdoms. Obviously certain examples of construction projects or evidence for warfare, b>’ their presence, demonstrate that a transition to the
incipient state took place. Evidence which is archaeoíogically recoverable ma>’ be drawn from several sources, but the focus of this
paper continues to be that of the arrangements of groups of structures, and Plaza Plan 2 are in particular. Some of the other lines of
reasoning are presented as a prelude to a review of what 1 believe
to be the direct evidence.
Two points which 1 can only note, but 1 am not qualified to evaluate,
concern the artistic traditions and Mexican influence. The iconography
which seems to dominate this period appears to reflect a re-emergence
of the lowland tradition. On the other hand, remnant aspects of Mexícan influence are fused to or submerged within it. These factors reflect the general changes in political relationships, but more significantí>’ we can trace a development of an independent Maya power base.
The observation central to this thesis is that construction of groups
of Plaza Plan 2 type at Tikal increased in frequency to the point where
the Late Classic site had at Ieast 97 such groups out of the 691 residential compounds identified (Becker> 1980). This is significant for one
ver>’ important reason. The first known (identified) Late Classic ruler
of Tikal (Ruler A> Sky-Rain), who was inaugurated in 682 A.D., was interred beneath Temple 1 (iones, 1977: 42-5). The construction of Temple
1 completely altered the architectural arrangement of the North Acropolis zone and turned it into a huge replication of Plaza Plan 2> including the characteristic tomb form penetrating Str. 5D-1-sub and
the bedrock below it 2 This burial appears to shift the focus for Great
Plaza burials away from the North Acropolis.
My contention is that the dual rulership which 1 postulate to have
existed previously in a complementar>’ balance at Tikal had shifted to
a more strongly centralized power in the hands of the external affairs

ruler. The devine origins of the dual rulers are clearí>’ described in
the Popul Vuh and other origin myths which reify the cognitive processes involved in having this political structure. In the Late Classic period at Tikal an incipient state was developing and characteristic of
2 The significance of the subsequent construction of Tikal Temple Ti and
the small temple <Str. 50-73) on the south-west of the Great Plaza may reflect
nothing more than an elaboration of Plaza Plan 2 as effected by the subsequent
rulers. This would suggest that ritual behavior at Tikal continued to have
sufficient focus on the Great Plaza to warrant continued orientation toward
this area after the death of Ruler A.
At the syniposium at which this paper was first presented W. R. Coe suggested in a comment that the structure beneath Str. 50-1 was an earlier version
of the large temple. If so the absence of a burial precludes that platfonn
from having served as a ritual structure after the fashion of PY.2.
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such a state would be fulí authority for maj or political affairs (external) vested in a single ruler (see Becker, 1975) t In the microcosm of
Tikal this seems to be what Webb (1978: 158) is noting when he refers to «a major shift in the pattern of state control... » in the Maya
lowlands The elaboration of architecture and ease of inferring social class
differences during the Late Classic suggests that our observations of
differentiations among residential groups and identification of certain
ceremonial groups might have further application. Tlie question which
can be posed at this time concerns possible changes in elite zones and
meaning of such changes. Are changes in the political system identifiable in changes in the organization of a site and its architectural
components? The construction of Temple 1 at Tikal according to a plan
previously recognized at the site> but not previously seen in the ritual
zone> stimulates some ideas.

Changing Polity at Tikal
Sn order to develop these propositions a summary of possibíe alterations in the political structure at Tikal will be noted, changes
which appear to be paralleled by events at Copan and probabí>’ at
other sites. The Ioss of external markets or general reduction in commerce of the Middle Classic created several difficulties and stresses noted aboye and best described by Webb (1978). The nature or extent
of these problems set the stage for the external affairs leader to assume
added infhjence, possibly including control of areas formerí>’ under
the aegis of the internal affairs leader. Although the external affairs
ruler, traditionalí>’ concerned with matters of ritual (other worldly)
and trade (other polity), cames to be the center of attention, the internal affairs leader continued to provide guidance in domestic matters
such as land tenure, local taxes, etc. Quite possibly the paramount leader used his power to launch public works projects which previously
3 Carol G. Thomas (1976:
93) suggests that the Late Bronze Age lords of
mainland Greece developed “a political system which became a combination
of tribal monarchy and centralized dynastic rule». Although Thomas is attempting to deal with probleros of polity and political process she uses only the

internal Greek evidence. Comparative studies in these areas suggest that Mycenacan political leadership ma>’ have been experiencing the same kinds of

problems encountéred during te Classic period in the Maya lowlands. In fact,
many of the relationships are very similar Lo tose described for Teotihuacan

(Becker, 1975). 1 would even go so far as to conclude that what is termed the
destruction in te Aegean area and the end of “Minoan civilization” about 1200
B.C. is simply the result of political change and decentralization of power
similar to that which took place in the Maya area aL the «end» of the Classic

period about 900 A,D-
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would have been in the domain of his counterpart leader. Such events
ma>’ have bolstered the economy, but did not remed>’ the deteriorating
economic situation. Note also should be made of T. Proskouriakoff’s
(1978) important suggestion that Maya religion was based on ancestor
worship, and that ancestors of rulers of Maya sites achieved a semidivine status. 1 believe that the pattern which Proskouriakoff describes emerged oní>’ after the external affairs moiety leader (Ruler A)
took power, and that this pattern relates to the Plaza Plan 2 tradition,
shared oniy by members of the external affairs moiety. During the
Early Classic we can document the differential treatment of the dead
oní>’ in groups conforming to Plaza Plan 2. The origins of the elite
personages buried on the North Acropolis are not known, but during
the Early Classic both internal and external leaders appear buried here
generalí>’ in paired tombs. Mter Ruler A came to power, the external
affairs leaders were buried in a P .P.2 arrangement while internal affairs leaders were buried somewhere else, not yet identified.
H. Berlin (1968) previously noted 2 distinct gíyphs both of which
heinterpreted as implying «effective rulerhip over a Maya town». Berlin suggested that the «toothache glyph» was associated with «temporal power» and that the «seating glyph» means «preferabí>’ spiritual power». Quite certainí>’ the Early Classic Maya and separate
persons enjoying these distinct areas of interest. Boda of the areas
first came to be joined under the aegis of Ruler A.
Once a change from dual and reciprocalí>’ balanced leadership
shifted toward the form in which power resided more in the hands
of one of these two leaders, then this change in the sociopolitical
organization favored a theory of divine lineage ancestry. The ancestors of the external affairs ruler ma>’ have become imbued with specific devine attributes as a means of validating the rigth of the «mier»
to continue and transmit his power. This theory ma>’ help to explain
why the monuments at a site such as Tikal, and presumabí>’ elsewhere, are vague about dynastic data in the Early Classic, absent
during the hiatus, and become clear about the line of succession oní>’

during the Late Classic.
A brief suinmar>’ of some direct evidence from Tikal ma>’ flesh
out this rather spare statement. By 682 AD, when Ruler A was inaugurated, the power he assumed (probabí>’ by virtue of lis personality
combined with accidental timing of political histor>’) overshadowed the
activities of the internal affairs leader. Sones (1977: 58) points out
that Ruler A~ «presided over a renaissance of sorts, erecting the first
known carved monuments. since Stela 17 at least 100 years before».
Sones (1977: 59) believes that Ruler A revived Tikal via massive development of foreign trade, whidh then decreased over the years before 790 AD.
. -
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The new ruling lineage ma>’ have been related to, or descended
from, the kin group resident in Group 7F-l in southeastern Tikal.
Structure 7F-30 in this group, as weIl as the adjacent structure, contains a series of elaborate burials alí in the P.P.2 pattern> the first of
which was made in the Early Classic period. Sones (1977:41) notes that
he can identify the «name of another Tikal ruler» whom he believes to
be a parent of Ruler A. 1 suggest that this person ma>’ have been the
internal affairs leader and possibly the brother of a wife of Ruler A.
Ruler A seems to Sones to «have been more interested in the affairs of state than Ruler B, . . » To me this suggests that the consolidation of power and clever political maneuvering enabled Ruler A to
move Tikal forward in a time of declining fortunes. His successor,
Tikal Ruler B (Sun-Sky-Rain) was inaugurated in 734 AD., and Sones (1977: 58) describes him as self-centered. As the first person to
inherit this position of power and responsibility Ruler B did not
have the probíems of consolidating traditionalí>’ divided lines of authority, and this have been significant in his behavior. Both Ruíers E
and his successor, Ruler C, ma>’ have tried to maintain prosperity by
«make work» projects.
One should note that both Ruíers A ami E have names cleárí>’
linked with elements «external» to the town (see Becker, 1975). Ruler C, inaugurated in 768 A.D., cannot be identified as clearIy~ fis
name includes and animal head (peccar>’?), but tbe form of his name
is not in the tradition of those of Rulers A or B (Sones> 1977: 56): The
peccar>’ appears frequently in inscriptions from the Early Classic at
Tikal, often as a name. Ruler C had a reign different from lis predecessors, characterized by building on a grand scale which 1 interpret
as a reflection of bis possible origins in (or orientation toward) the
internal affairs moiety of lis people. How long he ruled we cannot
sa>’, but certainí>’ by the end of the eighth centur>’ Tikal was in major
.

economic decline and ah the public work projects and other efforts
to sustain tIc economy were destined to fail.
A somewhat different approach to these problems of culture change might use the findings of linguists now examining these aspects of
tIc Maya world (see Justeson, et al. 1980). Luckenbach and Levy
(1980: 457) also consider linguistic factors in an attempt to study Maya

social change. Their evidence indicates dialectical separations or divergences (into «communilects») occurred about 550 A.». and again
about 800 A.D. One might use sud conclusions to support theories of
social political fragmentation, but methodologies employed in tl~
Luckenbach and Lev>’ study couíd be called into question. 1 note tíese
data not in support of this thesis, but to indicate that a range of tests
might be devised to test various hypotheses.
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Culture Process and tI-ze Archaeological Evidence
One must admit that our interpretations drawn from the archaeological evidence often require a considerable leap of faith. However>
without positing such models our programs of enquir>’ are severel>’
limited. For an example of a useful theory, Ashmore and Sharer (1975)
suggested that the twin-pyramid complexes at Tikal, associated with
Rulers A, B, and C, reflect a post hiatus revitalizations of dynastic
power and prestige. This idea has been reinforced by Sones (1977).
1 agree that there was an economic resurgeance at that time but suggest that it reflected a new and more effective political organization.
1 believe that the moiety leaders at Tikal were balanced in their political power during the Early Classic period, but that declining power
at Teotihuacan reduced foreing influences at Tikal after 500 AA).
By 600-650 A- D. a period of transition or restructured polity at Tikal

lcd to the development of a powerful external affairs «ruler» in the
person of Tikal Ruler A, a pattern postulated earlier (Becker, 1975).
The problem now at hand is to document, or to disprove this supposition using the various forms of evidence available from Tikal.
Since this pattern ma>’ have been the reason for the development of
other Maya cities one might equalí>’ seek data from the archaeologicaí
record to demonstrate a restructured polity along the lines suggested.

Greater refinement of the theor>’ is possible, but no proff can be
achieved without excavation and interpretation, along the lines suggested by Sanders and Price (1968). Our data base has expanded
greatí>’ since they published, but not necessarily in ways useful to
this study.
Identification of the tomb of Ruler A at Tikal (Sones, 1977) did

not provide clues as to the location of the tombs of Rulers B and C,
although the tomb within Str. SD-73 on the Great Plaza migth be a
candidate. The position of Temple 1> conforming in location (on the
east) to that of the ritual structures of PJ’2, is not duplicated by
Temples II though V. The west facing orientation of Temple VI, however, makes it a likely candidate for such a burial and 1 wou¡d suggest daat its unusualí>’ small building platform be explored to test
dais hypothesis. The search for tombs in «large» structures, as op-

posed to the testing of this locational hypothesis, has not been productive at Tikal. At Quiriguá this hypothesis (Becker, 1972) was tested with success (Sones et al. 1977), suggesting that this burial pattern
liad wide distribution (see Becker, 1979).
Sones (1977:58, after Coe, 1965:42) also suggests that «The imposing Structure 5D-33-lst might have been built during this period.
The burial associated with that construction ma>’ be the preceeding
ruler of Tikal, or a co-ruler. Since Ruler B’s tomb remains unknown
. -
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(Jones suggests that he may be interred in the East-facing Temple IV)
and no evidence places him strongly in a patriline with Ruler A> these
2 rulers ma>’ have been from the different moieties at Tikal (see
Becker, 1975), These distinctions of polity suggested here ma>’ explain
differences in monument inscriptions produced for Ruler A and Ruler B as described b>’ Sones (1977:58). Such political changes ma>’

also account for missing rulers in the Tikal (and other) dynastic lists
(see also Coggins, 1975; Haviland, 1977).

The considerable size of Tikal provides us wida several groups
which could have served as the residential areas for dae rulers. The
WesL Plaza (GR. SD-lO: Becker, 1980a) might have provided an ela-

borate residential compound for the internal affairs leader. Han-ison
(1968, 1970) suggested residential functions as a major feature of the
ver>’ complex Central Acropolis at Tikal. Quite probabí>’ the Central
Acropolis served as a residenjial area for the main leader and his
lineage. A much Iess complex architectural picture exists at Copán>

possibly enabling some more specific suggestions to be made regarding building functions and the adniinistration of that site. These
will be noted briefí>’ below.
Quite recently John W. Fox (in press) has considered a nunaber
of dae issues dealt with in dais paper but based his discussion on entire1>’ different sets of data drawn from the Eastern Frontier. Fox notes

paired temples placed in a location similar to those 1 have designated as identifying Plaza Plan 2T at Tikal (Becker, 1980a). Fox believes daese to derive from a Quiché-like (see Sloane, 1974) war god
and infers that dae militar>’ leader in such cases assumed a title equivalent to daat of the war deity. Such a priest-ruler transformation
would be parallel to what 1 have postulated aboye as happening wida
Ruler A and hirconstruction of Temple 1 at Tikal.
The evidence concerning the regularity of occurrence and predictive value of each group «form» (arrangements) continues to grow.

At present our interpretations of the meanings reflected in daese patterns are tentative at best. However, the independent conclusions of
Fox agree in man>’ respects with those which 1 have postulated. Other
related evidence from northeastern Petén has been published recentí>’
by D. Rice and P. Rice (1980:452). They refer to each P.P. 2 group
(Becker, 1971, 1980a) in their area of study as a «formal plazuela».
Significantí>’, they find 27 such groups (they use the term «complexes») among the 100 groups which they sampled. Since alí 27 were
occupied in the Late Classic they infer that this pattern represents

a functional integration of institutionalized behavior which crystallized in the Late Classic period. Although 1 am not certain what this
means, 1 would like to believe that the Rices are inferring something
similar to daat which 1 have presented aboye; namel>’, that the Early
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Classic chiefdom situation with centralized rituaís and polity based
on social moieties (community culture) had evolved by the Late Classíc
into a inchoate state with power more clearí>’ defined and held by a
descendant of dae external affairs moiety.

VII.

Epiclassic Tikal

The last centur>’ or so of Tikal>s viable histor>’, like the last gasps
of so man>’ of her sister-cities, was marked by decreasing large scale
construction activity and a sudden, and as yet unexplained> cessation
in the erection of dated monuments (see Boye> 1981). Groups conforming to Plaza Plan 2 continued to be popular as or even more common than ever. Burials continued to be made in dae small ritual
structures, but on the whole construction was at a much reduced
level and generalí>’ directed at adding minor additions to standing
structures. Ml large «make work» projects had by this time termínated.
The art forms of external groups became increasingí>’ common as
dais epoch began> and local traditions stagnated. The economic base
of this urbanizing society> long distance trade, had become less secure and the decline of the internal fiscal system paralleled the large
problem. As Sones suggests (1977) maritime trade around Yucatán
ma>’ have been carrying much of the merchandise which once flowed
through Petén. This basic source of wealth for so man>’ of daese towns
in Petén was flowing into Yucatán by 900 kD.
As trade as a source of wealth for Petén faded conflicts for access
to these external markets must have increased. Not oní>’ were these
large towns no longer able to sustain themselves> but daey ma>’ have
had difficulty in defending themselves against other powers who sought
to control the available resources of feathers, pelts, possibly cacao>
and cheap labor. Without external wealth the remaining population
would have liad difficulty in maintaining construction activity becau-

se no luxur>’ goods could be brought in to pa>’ for such ventures.
The economic decline, including loss of control over access to resources> returned the political situation in various towns to a low

level chiefdom. What we are witnessing in this situation is what has
been so often termed the «decline of civilization» (see Service, 1975:
311-314). What generalí>’ happens under these circumstances is that

changing economics, ecology> or other factors inhibit the successful
operation of the political structure resulting in a shift (change) to
a more stable or more traditional form> usually based on some kind

of kinship. These forms of polity do not provide for the more efficient
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utilization of human resources found in dae state and productivity
falí as a consequence (e.g. Iran 1980),
In man>’ areas of dae Maya lowlands oní>’ daose few vUlages able
to control some resources maintained a semblance of heterogeneity
on into the Postclassic period. As foreing trade and local employment
declined, large numbers of people, as a percentage of 1he population,
abandoned dae Classic period towns and dispersed into periplieral
areas. Increased competition for goods or trade routes ma>’ be the
cause of increased militarism as seen in artistic depictions and the
use of defensive walls. Some people probabí>’ moved out of the area
into places where trade was still providing economic vitality (see

Cowgill, 1964). A pattern of shifting residence in the region of PeténBelize-Yucatán to maximize economic productivity, has been demonstrated in dae 20da Centur>’ and documented for a considerable part
of the recent history of the region (Mazzarelli, 1976), a possible continuation of the process inferred aboye.
These changes in the social structure toward a single powerful
ruler seem to relate to a correlate with increased trade and urbanization. Fox (in press) associates the characteristics of such a s>’stem,
which he agrees gives a political and militar>’ advantage to its suhácribers, with Mexican origins (see Carmack, 1968). Although such systems ma>’ have existed earlier in Mexico and their development in the

Maya area ma>’ have been influenced by contact, 1 suggest daat daey
ma>’ be evolutionar>’ products.
Regardless of dae source, the processes of change which create
an efective ruling elite at dae same time ma>’ create social instability.
One ma>’ recognize that clianges in the ruling class ma>’ have little
of perhaps no effect on dae agrarian masses. Even members of the
upper class may continue to seek normalcy in traditional cultural values. The forces of trade and urbanization which require a changed
political system ma>’ be dae ver>’ forces creating and unstable social
situation. The social instability of a single rather daan dual leadership
plus economic decline ma>’ have been significant in the deteriora-

tion of dae organization of large towns in the Maya lowlands, but
changes in agricultural efficiency (Turner> 1980) or an>’ other aspect
of society ma>’ have equalí>’ far reaching effects’.
4 Roben L. Hall (1980) offers an extensive discourse on an interesting theory
which basically suggests tat .success» could lead to social disorganization. lBs
argumenL, Lransposed to the Maya situaLion, would imply that the development
of trade and econom¡c success might lead to agricultural intensification. This
could lead to the economic independence of individuals who have becoine
successful farmers, and disruptions in te processes of organization.
WhaL is of panicular interest regardin~ Lhis theory is that it complements
B. L. Tumer>s (1980) subsequent suggestion that the agricultural techniques
in te Maya aiea ma>’ have imnproved after 700 A.D. Turner clearly notes taL
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In expressing similar ideas regarding dais period Webb notes the
effects of boda trade disruption and the problems of instability created by the experiments in polity. «That their maximum florescence
took place during dae Late Classic meant oní>’ that these greatest of
chiefdoms or most incipient of states must have been in an unusualí>’
precarious condition when they began to receive serious pressure
from the highly aggressive Epiclassic societies to the north. Since
an>’ attempt to compete would oní>’ increase social stress, a rapid
collapse would be inevitable» (Webb> 1978:166).
The towns or residential situations which survived into dae Post
Classic ma>’ reflect both dae economic success of these smaller units
as well as a re-emergence of traditional «political» forms (chiefdoms) These latter aspects ma>’ be evident in dae historic record. Physically
dae towns that were viable into the Post Classic appear to have been
smaller in area, perhaps more densel>’ settled, and in defensible locations (Rice and Rice 1980:447). Topoxté and perhaps Tayasal reflect
the changes in economic and militar>’ circumstances.
VIII. Post Classic
One ma>’ assume daat by 900 A.D. dae processes described aboye
liad returned the Maya settlements in the lowlands to a «political»
situation (chiefdoms) like those which had been operative in dae
Early Classic. Wida declining central control dae «urban center» deteriorated and the central area of Tikal became insignificant as local
lineages reassumed their former pre-eminance. Small satellite communities, each a corporate unit, became dae centers for local industry
and a much reduced econona>’. The archaeological and ethnohistorical
evidence for Petén remains nearí>’ undisturbed, but an extensive record of Maya life in dae highland regions has been dae focus of considerable effort, and the data from Yucatán are worda notingThe excavations at Mayapan (Pollock et al., 1962; figs. 11> 12a-u)
socio-political conditions can become a major issue iii agricultural systems.
He also notes that the development of improved agriculLural systems and
•growt» in socio-political arcas are independenL variables. This is why W. Sanders (Symnposiuni comment) can state that agricultural intensification in te
Maya lowlands lcd Lo social stratificaLion but not to sLate formation, while
iii Mexico similar intensificaLion lcd to state forniaLion.
1 suggest tat ¡be development of a unified leadership position could aggravate te process of decentralization, wit people simply drifting away from

large towns.

The many arguments opposing Hall>s theory need not be reviewed. Note

is made of this compleLely different interpretation in order tat ¡be reader

be aware of te wide range of possible explanaLions for much of this evidence.

The question of dual leadership and political moicties may be tested by an
equally varied nuniber of techniques.
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reveal a densel>’ packed clustering of residential groups. The majority
of these were revealed to have an oratorio or ritual structure on the
east. This pattern, dating to about 1200 AA).> certainí>’ appears to reflect a cultural continuity with the Petén, if not actual>’ providing support Cowgill’s (1964) idea of a large population movement, which is
noted aboye.
A piece of evidence from the Guatemalan highlands of a still later
date has an even more interesting reflection from dae past. Some
striking similarities migth be noted between the theoretical model regarding political moieties appíied herein, dae architecture of the Acropolis at Copán, and the sites of Utatlán and Iximché in the Guatemalan highlands. Carmack (1977) describes the Quiché, with daeir
capital at Utatlán (see also Wallace, 1977), and the Cakchiquel, centered at Iximché, during the period frona aproximatel>’ 1200 to 1524. His
data suggest that the power of these two entities, which he believes
to be organized at the state level, ma>’ be seen as derived from aspects of their political organization> which in both cases appears to
reflect a strong or dominant external affairs leader. 1 interpret daese
polities as nascent states, but this is not an important consideration
at dais point. What is significant is that the evaluation of dae political system is central to our understanding of dae organization of
these systems an their operational succes. More significant than this
suggestion that Quiché politieaí organization ma>’ reflect a dominant
external affairs (moiety) leader is the direct evidence from the map
of Iximché (Guillemin, 1977). This plan of the city has dae center
occupied by what 1 perceive as the «ruler’s » residential-ritual complex, strikingly similar to the Acropolis complex at Copán (see Morley, 1920: Pl. 6). Guillemin liad earlief- concluded that this complex
was the ruler’ residence based on associated artifacts.
The processes under discussion as well as dae cultural traditions
ma>’ be followed up to dae time of the Spanish Conquest (see Becker> 1980b). A few notes on the subject wiIl suffice. Soustelle (1962: 80)
noted that at the time of the Conquest the concept of private property
as we know it was still «in the act of coming into existence». Robert
M. Adams (1966: 65) suggested that land ma>’ have been corporatel>’
owned or rigorously entailed, and that institutions of land sale were
still poorly developed. Man>’ of the concerns voiced by Adams in this
important work have been examined in detail in recent years. Alí of
these attributes of land ownership and sale are considered to be attributes of a complex political state, or «nation» ~.
5

Perhaps the first modern <state», with a single leader centralizing both

interna] and external power, appeared in the fonn of Henry VIII who in te
1530>s established himse]f as head of te Church of England as well as King.
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COPAN, HoNDtntxs: A PARALLEL SocioPoLíTIca HISTORY
In general dae history of Copán dosel>’ parallels that of Tikal, but

each Maya site must be seen as having its own cultural traditions and
political development. Yet social moieties evolved into political moieties, and the beginnings of state formation under a relativel>’ powerful external affairs leader characterized alí of the major Maya sites.
The Maya «states» had their most stable and complex development
during dae Late Classic period. Changes in the economic systems, and
possibly in a vast arra>’ of other aspects of culture, led to a restructuring of society in vast areas of dae Maya realm,
At Tikal the loss of income from trade ma>’ have led to a decline in
the economy. The economy then ma>’ have been bólstered by large public works projects initiated by Rulers E and C, but a failure to
overcome basic economic problems led to further decline. At Copán
a similar process ma>’ have included a complete renovation of the Plaza as one aspect of the public works. The Acropolis at Copán became
the scene of massive, labor-intensive construction involving filís buge
boda in extent and depth, capped by deepí>’ ballasted and thick plaster
floors, These few observations from Copán suggest that circunistances
parallel to daose described for leadership changes at Tikal existed on
the soudaern periphery of the Maya lowlands. Although alí dae evidence from the Copán monuments is not yet available some tantalizing hints are present.
Smoke Jaguar, dae l2th or l3th «ruler» of Copán, reigned during
the interval from 630 to 680 AA). Around 650 some 6 different stelae
on the periphery of the site were erected within a period of a few
days, and alí have references to a person who does not appear to be
Smoke Jaguar. Stela H at Copán (730 AD.) ma>’ refer to an internal
affairs leacler, while the others indicate dae external affairs leader.
C. Baudez (&A.A. paper, 1980) notes that the daemes on these monuments might reflect these different orientations. Baudez perceives
daat these themes appear to be merged in the iconography of Stela D
(736 AA)., mese nd.), suggesting to me that the previously distinct
roles merged during the brief interval between 730 and 736 AA). This
suggests daat the transition was rapid and ma>’ have been initiated
by the new mier.
This process may be termed «nation building: and incorporates a political
sLructure still more coinplex than that found in «states».
As regards land ownership (private property vs. control by te political head
of state) among the Aztecs of Texcoco as an indication of conditions during
¡be carlier periotis discussed in this paper see Carrasco (1978) and te discussion related to his position (Offner, 1981a, 19811,; Carrasco, 1981).
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Smoke Jaguar was succeeded by 18 Jog (680-736), who appears to
have been captured (?) by Cauac Sky, who temed himself the fourteenth mier of Quiriguá. Earlier note was made of the existence of a
Plaza Plan 2 at Quiriguá which dates from before 700 AIX (Becker,
1972; Sones et aL, 1977). For some reason this main group at Quiriguá

was altered in form from the P.P. 2 arrangements although the general architectural arrangement persisted. The change ma>’ have related
to the «capture» of 18 Jog (18 Rabbit), but the problem will not be
pursued here.
The known architectural details at Copán provide valuable clues
regarding changes in polity. The Acropolis of Copán appears to have
undergone a shift in function by the end of the Middle Classic, much
in the way tliat dae clearing of the Great Plaza and construction of
Temple 1 at Tikal altered the use of the center of that site. Large
filling operations radicalí>’ increased the size of the Copán Acropolis
to create its final forrn (Becker Ms. B). This included a shift frona
a populated and generalized elite ritual-residential zone to the formation of an exclusive residencial-ritual zone for dae paramount ruler
(external affairs) of the site. His residential compound consisted of
the East Court group, while the West court served as his personal
eccíesiastical zone, and by inference the ritual center of the site.
Str. 18, which probabí>’ was built in 805 AIX, is the last major
construction known on the Acropolis and served as a cover for the
tomb of an important person. Several bits of evidence suggest that
person was Morning-Sun-At-Horizon, the lóth and last known ruler
of Copán. The structure includes elements which 1 interpret as suggesting a residential function for the building, although others suggest a ritual purpose. Included as decorative elements on this structure, and probabí>’ on the adj acent building. were paired elements
including a weave or mat (“pop») design over a tasseled element
reminiscent of the Teotihuacan «Tassel headdress». Both of these
elements have been associated with power of leadership, and specificalI>’ with the paramount external affairs leader (Becker, 1975:
319, 321).

Note might be made that Fox (1981) has suggested that there ma>’
te some recognizable distinction between dae building types used by
the religious and those of dae secular leaders among the Pokomam. If
the Acropolis at Copán housed the religious (and supreme) leader
after 736 A.D., daen migda we locate the residence of dae secular
leader?
At Copán 1 believe that the residential compound of the internal
affairs leader can be identified from the map. Structure 3 appears to
be the most probable candidate for the foremost building of this
other «ruler’s» residence. The causeway connecting Str. 3 to other
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parts of the city ma>’ reflect the role of the primar>’ resident. At this
time these interpretations of building functions are largel>’ subjective,
but dae evidence to support dais position is being assembled. 1 predict that one or more direct pieces of evidence of the internal affairs
leader>s presence will be located in excavations scheduled for dais compound and also that texts relating to his role will be found in association.
The Epiclassic at Copán, as at Tikal> reveals an almost complete
shutdown in new construction. B>’ the beginning of this period construction has become flimsy and insubstantial. Filís were of bose rubble and prone to settling, rather than dae rammned earth or «mudded»
filís of dae previous periods. Floors no longer had daick ballasts and
heavy plaster coatings. These changes in the economics of the site
ma>’ reflect political devolution, but such an interpretation is oní>’ one
of man>’ possible.
At Copán dae Acropolis achieved its final form probabí>’ by 780 A.D.
The two zones noted aboye seem to have been demarcated, even carlier, but expansion of the location continued even after 800 AA). As at
Tikal, dae actual size of constructions in Copán as well as dae quality
declined rapidly. Structure 18 is an excellent example of flimsy architecture. After this date a few terraces were added, but no major buildings. Ml activities ma>’ have ended on the Acropolis not long after,
probabí>’ by 850 AA). Given dae decline in size and quality of construction, bits of activity ma>’ have continued long after this date> but
the higE point at the site liad passed.
Now WHAT?
Unfortunatel>’, few sites of the size of Tikal or Copán exist, and
dae ability to initiate huge projects to test such settlements extensivel>’ is declining. The nmnerous other Maya sites which have been
or are being excavated ma>’ provide information quite useful in solving some of dae riddles noted aboye. The theories> however, must be
tested in dae future through problem-oriented archacological programs.
The construction of hypodaeses which can be tested darough archaeology at this point appears to be a major problem.
The distribution of P.P. 2 throughout dae Maya realm is becóming
clear (Becker, 1979), and one ma>’ assunie that dae pattern is not limited by shaw boundaries - The inference that plaza píans ma>’ be useful
in identifying aspects of social organization and political structure can
be extended to parallel situations in the Valle>’ of Mexico as well as
to sites known from along the eastern frontier of Mesoamerica (Fox,
in press) - The archaeobogical evidence for dae existence of moieties ma>’
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be sought in architectural characteristics> relative positions or locations
of buildings> decorative styles, monuments, texts, artifact categories,
and by an>’ other means possible. Such searches will, most likely, telí
us about relative power, and in the absence of complete histories we
must clarify our models and distinguish between evidence to support
theories and evidence interpreted in such a way as to support pet
daeories
The ability to impí>’ functions for architectural groups in order to
understand culture process improves when we deal wida archaeological situations of the l4th and l5th centuries. The period of the Conquest and tlie centuries inmediately preceding can be studied through
dae use of Spanish documents and surviving native texts. Ethnohistoric enquir>’ does have greater application to periods proximal in time
to those which are known directí>’. However, man>’ aspects of culture
histor>’ appear to be relativel>’ stable and can be projected back in
time with accuracy. Understanding culture process and forms of change enable us to increase the accuracy of the reconstruction of events
in the distant past and merge the data from archaeology and ethnohistor>’.
Previously 1 characterized the dual leader fon of government in a
state-ranked society as being inherentí>’ unstable (Becker, 1975:218-219,
-

225-229), but the archaeological evidence ma>’ provide better perspec-

tive on .this matter. Quite probabí>’ te point of transition from chiefdom to state is te period of greatest difficulty. The cultural stresses
and adjustments necessary to achieve a «state» political system ma>’
subject the members of the society to cognitive disruptions and also
set the stage for a shift back to the «chiefdom» form of organization.
1 believe that te economic problems and socio-political adjustments in the Maya lpwlands at dae end of the Early Classic created
the difficulties which are archaeologically characterized as a hiatus 1 do not interpret dae data as indicating a change from a daeocratic
to a secular (and later militaristic) government. Rather 1 see a developing theocracy in which dae ritual functions of the now dominant
externa1 affairs leader became incidental to the management of a complex state. The internal affairs leader, a secular personage, was of
less significance in te economy of the culture. The external affairs
leader had greater concern with trade and competition (ritual balígames or warfare) than with the religious behaviors of lis constituency.
In effect the heterogeneity of a complex state extends to its ritual
practices, whidh ma>’ be diverse.
The achievement of a political state depends on the ability to organize both the members of dae society and teir relations with otíer
peoples, Once the economic base declines past a critical point, the
diversity so characteristic of a state becomes a source for internal
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competition and disruption. Once the great Maya «cities» began their
decline the inevitable outcome was the smaller towns which continued a traditional life style seen not only by the Conquistadores but
also by man>’ anthropologists of the 2Oth centur>’.

Political change, which ma>’ be described as dae «evolution of polity» follows normal rules of culture change. Sometimes we forget that
the course of such changes are not foreordained and predestined to
become increassingly complex and efficient. Indeed, such changes may
grow either more complex or less complex as the systems of which
they are part change darough time.
Changes in polity at major Maya sites do not proceed in oní>’ one
«direction», but are capable of shifting back to forms previously operative. Studies of architectural groups, and perhaps sites as a whole>
ma>’ reflect these changes in aspects of polítical organization. Changes
in these systems, therefore, ma>’ be refíected in archaeologicaíly detectable variations in the way buildings are arranged, and how daese variations shift through time.
Oní>’ one conclusion can be stated with great certainty at this time:
Plaza Plan 2 is an easily recognizable and higlil>’ predictable architectural arrangement documented at Tikal and at numerous other Maya
sites throughout the Classic and Postclassic periods.
The «conclusions» which follow from this observation are not secure but have been induced frona my reading of the data. Whether or
not these ideas can be demonstrated to have validity, daere is no doubt
that daey will influence the way in which Maya site are excavated as
well as the ways in which the excavators will Éhink about daese sites
and dae interpretation of evidence.
The development of Tikal Plaza Plan 2 in the Early Classic period
and its increasing incidence ma>’ be an indirecv refíection of greater
cultural heterogeneity at the site. The diversity of religious orientations
or traditions which this suggests ma>’ be an indicator of increasing
cultural complexity (urbanization?). This plaza plan, and its possible
manifestation in the Great Plaza at Tikal with dae construction of

Temple 1> has been interpreted as indicating the decline of centralized
ritual activities which operated as dae focus of activity for the Tikal
chiefdom. The shift in political leadership under Tikal Ruler A
(682-734), which placed greater power in the hands of the external or
war (trade) leader, is believed to be documented by the construction of

a Plaza Plan 2 arrangement in the Great Plaza> with Temple 1 serving
as dae rnonument to Ruler A, the first ruler of an incipient state based
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at Tikal. His success ma>’ have derived from the expansion of dae trade
role of Tikal, but his successors (Rulers B and C) were unable to maintain economic momentum. In the face of declining prosperity daey
initiated dae huge tempíe-building «make work» projects to provide
employment for the masses and provide economic stimulus.
The continued decline in trade, probably due to changing trade routes along the coast of Yucatán, ultimatel>’ rendered the leaders of Tikal unable to maintain the huge ceremonial structure of an organized
state. Gradualí>’ dae population moved to smaller periplieral sites, taking their traditions with them. The vast constructions and ceremonial trappings of dae precariously balanced lowland Maya states felí
into ruin while the bases upon which daey were built were continued
and reformulated in Yucatán and elsewhere in dae vast Maya realm.
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